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Abstract

Operational and deployment considerations are described to enhance the performance of
jam resistant communications. The potential different ground propagation characteristics of
spread spectrum and CW type waveforms are used to the advantage of the communication
system. Emphasis is placed on the use of tactical relay to continuously optimize against the
jammer. Tactics such as spoofing are described as a technique in confusing the intelligent
jammer.

The objective of this paper is to illustrate how anti-jam communications with nominal AJ
performance improvement can effectively be employed in a ground environment. These
include the brute force and the so-called intelligent or sophisticated jammer.

For many years the utilization of anti-jam communications has been stifled in anticipation
or the optimum solution against the optimum jammer. When evaluating a “one on one”
scenario where the jammer is dedicated to jamming a specific link there is an unending
subset of tradeoffs of optimum techniques to consider. However, when the jammer is
trying to disrupt communications along a broad geographical axes. the techniques of
jamming and communicating should be based on more general operating conditions.

The ground communications environment in the presence of ground-based jamming
presents the greatest opportunity for improving performance as a function of propagation
anomalies and the use of relay. Airborne terminals within line of sight of the jammer have
the most severe jamming environment. Ground based terminals generally will have an
advantage of terrain against the ground based jammer. Those links that exhibit poor
communications margin should always have the option of an alternate route in a jamming
environment. The alternative to an alternate route is to provide excessive performance
margins for worst case analysis. Unfortunately there is a significant cost factor associated
with this latter approach.



An important element of the scenario is the concept of position location. The use of
position location and reporting equipment enables the apriori determination of appropriate
links by different classes of users. As an example an aircraft can maneuver close to a
ground terminal for communications to utilize the advantage of range ratio. This can be
done in the worst case of a close Air Support Mission where the FO must provide voice or
digital data to direct a strike at several mobile targets. At high altitudes the AC may be
jammed but at low altitude the link may be viable. At low altitudes the aircraft A-G link
will be constrained to a small geographic area and must therefore know which area to
cover. The use of GPS can also be enhanced at low altitudes against the ground based
jammer if acquisition of the GPS signal can be speeded up. The use of a digital matched
filter (DMF) for CA code acquisition can provide this capability.

1.  Propagation Advantages

Pseudo noise sequences in addition to providing processing gain against noise and CW
interference also provides processing gain against multipath. The multipath must be
delayed approximately one and one half chips.

The jammer, when computing the amount of power required to jam several ground links,
must take into consideration the fact that his signal at the victim receiver will have a mean
value plus a fading factor caused by propagation anomalies, of the atmosphere plus the
resultant of direct and reflected signals. The magnitude and phase of the reflected signals
will cause the resultant to fluctuate in accordance with the statistic of a Rayleigh
probability density function. These statistics are time frequency and antenna location
dependent. The antenna location can cause a large variation in the mean signal level while
the effect of frequency and time will produce random perturbation of amplitude and phase.

The communication signal can provide redundancy in frequency and time in addition to the
use of pseudo noise sequences. The net result will be an advantage over and above that
provided by the use of spread spectrum. Redundancy in position can be provided by the
use of space diversity or with a “Relay” of opportunity. The use of “Relay” is more
practical for tactical communication. Care must be exercised to insure that in the digital
world all new systems be provided with adequate Relay capability.

2.  Deployment

2.1  Air to Ground Links

The aircraft to ground (A/G) communication transmission link has significant advantages
over the ground based jammer. The A/G link is radio line of sight whereas the jammer path
is via ground wave and over ground obstacles which could even be man-made. Better



communications with an upward looking antenna exhibiting low sidelobes are an
additional element to add for better performance against the jammer. The A/G link is also
variable in range and should adapt when the jammer is disrupting communications to the
ground.

The ground to aircraft (G/A) communication transmission link is more exposed to the
jammer. In a broad based application where the jammer is trying to jam both air and
ground the only advantage that the comm link can apply are antenna advantage and
processing advantage. The possibility of utilizing relay of opportunity exist here also if the
AJ communication system is properly designed to provide this type of service.

2.2   Ground Link

Tactical communications are usually deployed at high points in the local terrain to
achieved good communications coverage. It is assumed that some attempt will be made to
deploy the jammers for optimum coverage also. The communications system must now
attempt to deploy for optimum rejection of the jammer signal while at the same time
providing for communications.

Omnidirectional antenna coverage is a luxury in the presence of severe jamming. Many
communications requirements of a general nature require the ability to receive information
from any direction. As the threat intensifies one can converge the processing gain of the
system more fully in the direction of the jammer. Spatial processing gain is the utilization
of antenna nulling or side lobe cancelling techniques to enhance the S/J ratio for
subsequent improvement by the spread spectrum features of the system. This technology is
referred to as adaptive antenna array processing (AARP). AARP produces an antenna null
in the direction of the jammer while providing gain in the direction of the signal. Signal
paths in the direction of the jammer are discriminated against also. Each antenna null is
several degrees wide. Thus a three or four null array can lose a significant portion of its
omnidirectional antenna pattern. A terminal with jammers fore and aft will probably lose
communication fore and aft also when utilizing these techniques. Current systems under
development utilize digital weighting factors under computer control. The operator must
exercise the proper controls to prevent the ARRP from forming nulls in the direction of
communications of interest. This requires an appropriate interface with a navigation
subsystem or position location subsystem prior to reaching the vulnerable jamming point
so that optimum antenna pattern can be programmed or manually controlled in the
terminal. Here also the utilization of relays can provide a good signal path.



2.3  Relay

The Relay is a powerful technique in TDMA type communications where propagation
anomalies can vary 10 to 30dB among links over and above free space loss. Slotted
systems are ideal for this type of operation. A user with a high priority message will direct
all terminals receiving this message to transmit in a specific time slot at some time in the
future. Having accomplished this, the video receiver will now be choosing among several
redundant messages. The receiver will synchronize to the first strong signal received
depending on the chip rate. For example a 1mbPS chip rate provides an isolation of
approximately 1000 feet whereas a 5 mbPS chip rate provide an isolation of 200 feet. This
isolation is the approximate delay between received signals that enables the PN correlator
to discriminate against the multipath or delayed signal.

2.4  Digital Voice Vs. Digital Data

The use of voice with the power of the human brain to extract information from it is very
effective in communicating in a jamming environment. This is uncoded digital voice.
Digital data in a computer link is generally suppressed when errors are detected over and
above the ability of the error correction code to take effect. Digital data messages can be
repeated several times but at a certain point the probability of throughputting an error free
message becomes very small. Voice on the other hand will generally provide high 
correlation efficiency for familiar or expected sounds even in a low intelligibility
environment.

There are several types of digital voice processing techniques. The low data rate types
such as LPC-10 exhibit a threshold point of a -no-go performance. This value is around a
bit error rate of 10-2 10-3. Higher bit rate techniques such as 16KBPS continuous variable
slope delta modulation (CVSD) can be used at bit error rates of 0.1 or 10 percent.
Although the intelligibility factors are in the low 80's the use of familiar phrases and
sounds will provide efficient communications.

3.0  Exploiting the Jammer

Anti-jam communications systems designers assume that the Jammer is always all-
knowing and is in a good position to exploit the victim communication system. This
assumption is based on the jammer having detailed knowledge of the system and that the
system is rigid in its concept. The opposite actually exists in that current communication
systems may be designed to exploit the jammer.

Four types of jammers are illustrated on Table 1. The first type is the partial band jammer.
This type attempts to jam a portion of the occupied frequency band of a frequency hopping



system to defeat the type of error control technique. Also by concentrating his power in
say half the band the jammer power spectral density can be 3dB higher. Therefore if
jamming half the band is effective to defeat the error control technique then the system J/S
margin is 3dB less. The obvious approach in exploiting this type of jammer is the use of
frequency diversity in addition to an appropriate error control technique.

A second type of jammer can be a partial time type against a direct sequence type or
frequency hopping system. This jammer attempts to accomplish the same as the partial
band jammer but in this case he is trading off peak for average power. The solution to this
threat is time redundancy whereby data or messages are redundant.

The frequency following or message following jammer is another type. This jammer may
attempt to interfere with sync if in the correct location between the transmitter and the
receiver. The appropriate technique against this jammer is the use of spoofing. Namely an
attempt is made to transmit dunmy signals to lure the jammer on at the wrong time.

The fourth type is the brute force barrage noise type or CW type. This jammer will attempt
to jam the entire communications spectrum to make certain that communications are truly
disrupted. Expensive techniques that are efficient against partial time and partial band
jammers may be less effective against this type of jammer. There are hybrid techniques
utilizing a combination of interleaving to convert burst errors to random errors and a
simple code that is effective against random errors that may be very effective.

Secure communication systems can deny the communication strategy to the jammer on the
basis that all messages will appear similar. Therefore the strategy to defeat the jammer is
based on reducing capacity to increase AJ by the utilization of redundancy in frequency
and time. In effect this is the basic philosophy of all spread spectrum systems.



TABLE 1
JAMMER AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

JAMMER TYPE JAMMER STRATEGY  COMM STRAGETY

PARTIAL TIME  DISRUPTS PERCENTAGE
OF MESSAGES  

TIME DIVERSITY -
INTERLEAVING - CODING
(REDUNDANT MSGS)

PARTIAL BAND DISRUPTS PERCENTAGE
OF FREQ BAND

FREQUENCY DIVERSITY
(REDUNDANT FREQUENCIES)
INTERLEAVING - CODING

REPEAT OR FOLLOWING LISTENS BEFORE TURN
ON

SPOOF WITH DECOY MSG -
TRANSMIT AT TURN-OFF

BARRAGE NOISE OR CW TOTAL TIME AND FREG
SPACE JAMMED

BRUTE FORCE DESIGN
• HIGHER POWER
• MORE PROCESSING GAIN
• BETTER CODING


